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EDYTHE P. WOODRUFF DEFINITION. Let {Λf,} be a defining sequence for a decomposition G. The sequence Ml, ML ML Ml ML ML Ml, , denoted by {M{}, is called a compound defining sequence for G if and only if (1) i = 1,2,3, (2) 1 gj g ί (3) {Mj} with the lexicographic order indicated above on the indices is a defining sequence; (4) Mj" 1 is a regular neighborhood of Mi; and (5) M\ = M,. Given any decomposition of E 3 with a defining sequence, there exists a compound defining sequence.
In [6] and [9] the author gave an example of a knit decomposition Go of E\ a 2-complex X in E\ and an ε > 0 such that P(X) C E 3 /G 0 is a disk D having the property that no disk D ε which is ε-homeomorphic to D is jP-liftable. This decomposition used "knit Cantor sets of nondegenerate elements". In the figure two countably infinite sets of arcs knit from the point p to the point q are indicated. Each arc pictured represents a Cantor set of arcs. These Cantor sets of arcs and the limiting arc g p containing p and q are the nondegenerate elements of the decomposition G o . The 2-complex X consists of eight squares that do not form a disk. Notice that each arc except g p pierces X in a point. Since in JE 3 /G 0 the arc g p has an image that is a point, the image of X is a disk D. The decomposition is a modification of two (2, 1) toroidal decompositions. The entwining of the nondegenerate elements caused by the (2,1) toroidal decompositions is not indicated in the figure. It would be above and below the portions shown. The result For each T c and S c , we choose a decomposition G c , having the above properties with respect to T c and S c and having no nondegenerate element with diameter greater than one. It can be assumed that each nondegenerate element is polygonal.
From the definition of a compound defining sequence it follows that each component which is a solid torus is one of a finite nest of solid tori which are regular neighborhoods of the innermost one of the nest. We assume that all solid tori in a nest are tubular neighborhoods of the same polygonal simple closed curve.
To define the nth stage, let T n ={(p/(2 n ),q/(2 n ),r/(2")):/?,<?, and r are integers}. The family % n is the set of all unknotted polygonal simple closed curves having vertices in V n and diameters again not greater than one. Complete choices of T c and S c as in the first stage with the added requirement that each K c miss all nondegenerate elements from previous stages.
We next determine the size requirement for nondegenerate elements at the nth stage. For any C E %, the associated solid torus 5 C intersects the compound defining sequences of only a finite number ot the setsH c previously defined. Call them H k ,ί^k ^k c , where k c is the appropriate integer. For each H k , let -{(M k ){} be the compound defining sequence. Because S c misses each set ί/f, there are only a finite number of (M k ){ whose boundaries intersect 5 C . For each C, let x c = m\n{d: d is the distance between two sets Bd (M k )\ Π S c for some values of i, /, and k}. This x c is strictly positive. We require that each nondegenerate element in H c have diameter less than x c and less than 1/n. There is a decomposition G c satisfying this and the conditions This decomposition G defines the map claimed in the title.
The proof is based on McAuley's countably shrinkable theorem [4] , as slightly revised by Reed [5] , To use the theorem it is necessary to shrink certain elements without permitting others to grow too much. Some of the shrinking is based on Bing's shrinking of the (2,1) toroidal decomposition [2] . Recall that, in the construction, elements at a later stage are not permitted to intersect boundaries of more than two manifold stages in previous compound defining sequences. This allows growth of later stage nondegenerate elements to be controlled during the shrinking of a particular stage. The proof is tedious, but straightforward.
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